USBORNE BOOKS

That's Not My Bunny…
Fiona Watt

Summary
A brand new edition of this all-time best-selling title in Usborne's flagship That's Not My … series. This edition
has added foiling for even more tactile appeal!

Usborne Books
9781474988889
Pub Date: 1/26/21
On Sale Date: 2/16/21
Ship Date: 1/20/21
$12.95 CAD
Hardcover
10 Pages
Carton Qty: 33
Ages 1 And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Animals
JNF003180
1.4 in H | 6.6 in W | 9 in T |
1.4 lb Wt

Fingerwiggly Worms
Felicity Brooks

Summary

Usborne Books
9781474986779
Pub Date: 2/16/21
On Sale Date: 2/16/21
Ship Date: 1/20/21
$11.95 CAD
Hardcover

Very little children and their grown-ups can poke their fingers through the holes to become Busy Worm and
Little Worm and wiggle their way through this delightful story. Along the way, the wiggly worms meet Sam the
Snail, Beth the Bee and avoid being eaten by the Early Bird before joining their friends (three more little
fingers) for a very wiggly lunch in the compost heap. This highly interactive board book has simple rhyming
text and die-cut holes that allow children's fingers to become characters in a story about wiggly worms. ittle
children can use their fingers to become the wiggly worms in this charming story. Rhyming text is fun to read
out loud. Helps children develop fine motor skills as they interact with the die-cut pages. Promotes the
importance of wiggly worms and their place in the environment.

10 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 1 And Up
Juvenile Fiction / Concepts
JUV009000
9 in H | 6.6 in W | 1.4 in T |
1.4 lb Wt
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Fingertail ABC Big Letters
Felicity Brooks

Summary

Usborne Books
9781474986625
Pub Date: 1/5/21
On Sale Date: 1/5/21
Ship Date: 12/9/20
$16.95 CAD
Hardcover

Meet an alligator with an accordion, a bear in a bubble bath, some fabulous flamingos with fans, and much
more in this charming introduction to the alphabet. Gorgeous illustrations, irresistible finger trails and
alphabetical text combine to make this a perfect book to help very young children learn capital letter shapes
and the sounds associated with them. Helps children build vocabulary, recognise letters and begin to associate
letter shapes and sounds. An enchanting introduction to the concept of alphabetical order. Tracing letter
shapes with their fingers is a fun way for children to learn upper-case letter formations before they start to
write.

16 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 3 And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Concepts
JNF013010
9 in H | 6.6 in W | 1.4 in T |
1.4 lb Wt

Baby's Very First Mix And Match Emergency!
Fiona Watt

Summary
Little children will love turning the pages to make funny animal characters, mixing the uniforms of the
different emergency services. Mix them up then match them up correctly, learning about the equipment and
key skills in the busy lives of doctors, vets, paramedics, fire services and more.
Usborne Books
9781474986939
Pub Date: 3/9/21
On Sale Date: 1/12/21
Ship Date: 12/16/20
$10.95 CAD
Hardcover
16 Pages
Carton Qty: 33
Ages 2 And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Concepts
JNF013070
1.4 in H | 6.6 in W | 9 in T |
1.4 lb Wt
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Little Peep Through: Are You There Little Dinosaur?
Sam Taplin

Summary
Little dinosaur is hiding! Little children will love peeping through the holes in the pages of this beautifully
illustrated book to try and find the elusive dinosaur. There are finger-trails to touch and lots of details to spot
and talk about together. Perfect for little dinosaur-lovers, who will enjoy a delightful tactile exploration of the
dinosaur world. Another title in a rapidly-expanding series of collectable baby books.
Usborne Books
9781474982160
Pub Date: 2/17/21
On Sale Date: 2/16/21
Ship Date: 1/20/21
$10.95 CAD
Hardcover
12 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 1 And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Animals
JNF003050
9 in H | 6.6 in W | 1.4 in T |
1.4 lb Wt

Poppy And Sam's Counting Book
Sam Taplin

Summary

Usborne Books
9781474974929
Pub Date: 1/13/21
On Sale Date: 1/12/21
Ship Date: 12/16/20
$13.95 CAD
Hardcover

Join Poppy and Sam on Apple Tree Farm for this charming counting book. From 1 farmhouse and 2 tractors to
9 frogs and 10 bunnies, each beautifully illustrated scene is a perfect way to practise first numbers. Extra
details in each picture reinforce the counting by giving children another set of things to spot. Part of the
growing relaunch of Poppy and Sam's Farmyard Tales, this is a perfect way for little children to practise
counting.

16 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 3 And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Concepts
JNF013030
9 in H | 6.6 in W | 1.4 in T |
1.4 lb Wt
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The Little Red Hen
Lesley Sims

Summary
In this well-loved folk tale, the Little Red Hen finds some grains of wheat, but her three best friends are too
lazy to help her plant them. She works hard growing the wheat and grinding it into flour. Only when she
bakes a delicious loaf of bread do they want to help her eat it! Beautifully illustrated and retold in simple,
appealing language this story will be a delight to share with young children.
Usborne Books
9781474989466
Pub Date: 1/19/21
On Sale Date: 1/26/21
Ship Date: 12/30/20
$8.95 CAD
Hardcover
22 Pages
Carton Qty: 33
Ages 2 And Up
Juvenile Fiction / Fairy Tales
& Folklore
JUV012030
1.4 in H | 6.6 in W | 9 in T |
1.4 lb Wt

Going To The Doctor
Anne Civardi

Summary
An ideal starting point for young children and adults to discuss first experiences or unfamiliar situations in a
reassuring way. Illustrated with Stephen Cartwright's endearing, fun artwork.

Usborne Books
9781474992060
Pub Date: 1/6/21
On Sale Date: 1/5/21
Ship Date: 12/9/20
$7.95 CAD
Trade Paperback
16 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 2 And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction / Social
Topics
JNF053100
7.2 in H | 4.7 in W | 1 in T |
0.7 lb Wt
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Going To The Hospital
Anne Civardi

Summary
Designed to introduce young children to unfamiliar situations in an amusing and friendly way. Features
Stephen Cartwright’s delightful illustrations, providing lots to look at and talk about. An ideal starting point for
young children and adults to discuss first experiences.
Usborne Books
9781474992077
Pub Date: 1/6/21
On Sale Date: 1/5/21
Ship Date: 12/9/20
$7.95 CAD
Trade Paperback
16 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 2 And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction / Social
Topics
JNF053100
7.2 in H | 4.7 in W | 1 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

First Words Book
Matthew Oldham

Summary
This delightful book introduces very little children to over 150 everyday words. Elisa Ferro’s bright and vibrant
illustrations are full of things to spot and talk about, and bring this new vocabulary to life. Helps children to
build their vocabulary and develop early reading skills. Encourages word and picture recognition. Quirky
details to engage young readers.
Usborne Books
9781474982337
Pub Date: 2/9/21
On Sale Date: 2/9/21
Ship Date: 1/13/21
$13.95 CAD
Hardcover
16 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 2 And Up
Juvenile Fiction / Concepts
JUV009080
9 in H | 6.6 in W | 1.4 in T |
1.4 lb Wt
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Goldilocks And The Three Bears
Anna Milbourne

Summary

Usborne Books
9781474968805
Pub Date: 2/16/21
On Sale Date: 3/16/21
Ship Date: 2/17/21
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

Peep through the trees right inside the three bears' tidy, inviting little cottage. Follow Goldilocks as she
cheekily eats the bears' porridge, sits on their chairs and snuggles up in their beds. With a charming new
twist at the end, this beloved fairy tale is retold in a gorgeous laser-cut book with holes and flaps. This edition
is a work of art to treasure - with lasercut holes through trees and doors and flaps to open, which draw the
reader right into the fairytale story. A new addition to the award-winning series with fresh, charming
illustrations by Mar Ferrero. This sweetly retold story has a fresh plea at the end from the bears: they
welcome visits from children, as long as they mind their manners!

14 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 3 And Up
Juvenile Fiction / Fairy Tales
& Folklore
JUV012030
9 in H | 6.6 in W | 1.4 in T |
1.4 lb Wt

Are Dinosaurs Real?
Katie Daynes

Summary

Usborne Books
9781474979870
Pub Date: 4/6/21
On Sale Date: 4/6/21
Ship Date: 3/10/21
$14.95 CAD
Hardcover

A gorgeous addition to the popular Very First Questions and Answers series, exploring the truths about
dinosaurs through the eyes of a curious child. Explore what dinosaurs really looked like, how big they were,
what they ate... and where they all disappeared to. Meet some of the most popular dinosaurs and learn how
to be a dinosaur detective. The latest in the hugely popular Very First Questions and Answers series. With
charming illustrations by Marta Alvarez Miguens and friendly, accessible text by Katie Daynes. The flap format
is perfect for inquisitive little fingers.

12 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 3 And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Animals
JNF003050
9 in H | 6.6 in W | 1.4 in T |
1.4 lb Wt
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199 Ships And Boats
Kristie Pickersgill

Summary
Find out about the amazing array of ships and boats that sail our oceans and waterways. The book is
organised into themed pages, showing famous ships, sailing ships, all kinds of boats, battleships, submarines
and lots more. Great for developing vocabulary and language skills. The perfect way for young boat
enthusiasts to expand their vocabulary and knowledge. 199 beautiful illustrations of ships and boats will give
young children lots to explore and discuss. Part of the collectable and popular '199 Things' series, which
includes '199 Jobs' and '199 Animals'.

Usborne Books
9781474986526
Pub Date: 1/12/21
On Sale Date: 1/12/21
Ship Date: 12/16/20
$10.95 CAD
Hardcover
16 Pages
Carton Qty: 33
Ages 3 And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Transportation
JNF057020
1.4 in H | 6.6 in W | 9 in T |
1.4 lb Wt

Phonics Readers: Adder Up A Ladder
Russell Punter

Summary

Usborne Books
9781474982290
Pub Date: 2/9/21
On Sale Date: 2/9/21
Ship Date: 1/13/21
$9.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Adder’s all set to start her new job at Badger’s Cleaning Company. But when she climbs a ladder for the first
time, she quickly finds she has no head for heights. Can anything help her overcome her fears? Find out in
this charming addition to the Phonics Readers series. David Semple’s, funny, colourful illustrations are perfect
for engaging young readers. The series provides simple yet satisfying stories for beginner readers. A spread
about phonics gives helpful information for those reading with children.

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 3 And Up
Juvenile Fiction / Concepts
JUV009080
7.2 in H | 4.7 in W | 1 in T |
1.1 lb Wt
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Phonics Readers: Alpaca's Maracas
Lesley Sims

Summary

Usborne Books
9781474982283
Pub Date: 2/10/21
On Sale Date: 2/9/21
Ship Date: 1/13/21
$9.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Children and adults alike will enjoy this madcap, totally delightful addition to the Phonics Readers series.
Follow Alpaca's success with her maracas business in a Mexican carnival tale, with David Semple’s, funny,
colourful illustrations are perfect for engaging young readers. The series provides simple yet satisfying stories
that bound along with rhyming pace, perfect for beginner readers. A spread about phonics gives helpful
information for those reading with children.

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 3 And Up
Juvenile Fiction / Concepts
JUV009080
7.2 in H | 4.7 in W | 1 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Hen's Pens
Russell Punter

Summary
Hen just loves to draw. But when she runs out of paper, where will she start scribbling next? Find out in this
colourful addition to the Phonics Readers series. Completely revised rhyming text brings the book into the
popular new Phonics Readers series and some fun puzzles at the end of the story, along with adults' notes,
bring added value.
Usborne Books
9781474970198
Pub Date: 1/19/21
On Sale Date: 1/26/21
Ship Date: 12/30/20
$9.95 CAD
Trade Paperback
24 Pages
Carton Qty: 100
Ages 2 And Up
Juvenile Fiction / Concepts
JUV009080
7.2 in H | 4.7 in W | 1 in T |
0.2 lb Wt
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Sam Sheep Can't Sleep
Russell Punter

Summary
Sam Sheep can't sleep. His friends Pup, Fat Cat and Ted can't think how to help. But does Big Pig have the
answer? Find out in this charming addition to the Phonics Readers series, illustrated by Stephen Cartwright.
Completely revised rhyming text brings the book into the popular new Phonics Readers series and some fun
puzzles at the end of the story, along with adults' notes, bring added value.
Usborne Books
9781474970136
Pub Date: 8/3/20
On Sale Date: 1/5/21
Ship Date: 12/9/20
$9.95 CAD
Trade Paperback
0 Pages
Carton Qty: 64
Ages 2 And Up
Juvenile Fiction / Concepts
JUV009080
0.7 in H | 6.1 in W | 8.4 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

Look And Find Puzzles: Dinosaurs
Kirsteen Robson

Summary
Each page in this vibrantly illustrated book is teeming with dinosaurs and other prehistoric creatures to look
for, count and compare. Children will enjoy exploring the entertaining pictures, from Pterosaur twins to
tambourines, while simple spotting activities encourage the development of reading, counting and observation
skills. Convenient size to pop in a bag to keep children entertained and occupied on the go. Delightful details
provide endless spot-and-talk-about opportunities for dinosaur fans. An activity book children will want to
share with friends and family, again and again.
Usborne Books
9781474988766
Pub Date: 1/12/21
On Sale Date: 1/12/21
Ship Date: 12/16/20
$8.95 CAD
Trade Paperback
32 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 4 And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Animals
JNF003050
7.2 in H | 4.7 in W | 1 in T |
1.1 lb Wt
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Miss Molly's School Of Kindness
Susanna Davidson

Summary

Usborne Books
9781474983211
Pub Date: 1/13/21
On Sale Date: 1/12/21
Ship Date: 12/16/20
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

This charmingly illustrated picture book tells the story of the Fox Family who stumble upon Miss Molly's rather
misterious school in the woods. Unruly Freddie Fox and his siblings spend a day at Miss Molly's school and
learn some practical ways of being considerate, as well as absorbing the prevailing atmosphere of kindness at
Miss Molly's school. Cute illustrations and a gentle humour make this an altogether delightful companion to
Miss Molly's School of Manners.

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 3 And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction / Social
Topics
JNF053050
9 in H | 6.6 in W | 1.4 in T |
1.4 lb Wt

The Daring Princess
Susanna Davidson

Summary
A sparkling re-telling of the Grimm fairytale, ‘The Iron Stove’, in which a princess frees a prince from an iron
stove, after he was trapped there by a wicked witch. But no sooner has she freed him, than the witch appears
and snatches the prince away. Now the princess must climb a glass mountain, cross a lake and field of
slashing swords to save him. Part of the new series of Forgotten Fairy tales, featuring re-tellings of fairy tales
with diverse brave and brilliant heroines.

Usborne Books
9781474969796
Pub Date: 1/27/21
On Sale Date: 1/26/21
Ship Date: 12/30/20
$9.95 CAD
Hardcover
0 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 5 And Up
Juvenile Fiction / Fairy Tales
& Folklore
JUV012030
9 in H | 6.6 in W | 1.4 in T |
1.4 lb Wt
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Never Get Bored Draw And Paint
James Maclaine, Sarah Hull

Summary

Usborne Books
9781474968904
Pub Date: 2/16/21
On Sale Date: 2/16/21
Ship Date: 1/20/21
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

An imaginative compendium of drawing and painting ideas to delight all readers and dispel boredom forever.
Discover how to doodle a sloth, turn pencil shavings into pictures and draw in ways you never imagined. Then
try printing, spattering paints and painting with dots. There are ideas for portraits, patterns, optical illusions
and more, so you’ll soon have enough artworks for your own exhibition — and this book will show you how to
stage one too. Suitable for all artistic abilities, with carefully-written steps and cleverly-designed illustrations
that are easy to follow. With tricks and tips to impress, drawing games to entertain and patterns and doodles
to calm busy minds.

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 6 And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction / Art
JNF006020
9 in H | 6.6 in W | 1.4 in T |
1.4 lb Wt

Forgotten Fairy Tales Of Kindness and Courage
Mary Sebag Montefiore

Summary
Reviving unjustly neglected stories, Usborne's collections of 'Forgotten Fairy Tales' bring together empowering
fairy tales to inspire a new generation of readers. Forgotten Fairy Tales of Kindness and Courage follows 'Tales
of Brave and Billiant Girls Around the World' and 'Forgotten Fairy Tales of Brave and Brilliant Girls'.

Usborne Books
9781474989657
Pub Date: 1/13/21
On Sale Date: 1/12/21
Ship Date: 12/16/20
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover
0 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 5 And Up
Juvenile Fiction / Fairy Tales
& Folklore
JUV012030
9 in H | 6.6 in W | 1.4 in T |
1.4 lb Wt
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24 Hours In The Stone Age
Lan Cook

Summary
Joina young girl as she goeshunting,makes her own stone tools and creates amazing cave art.Learn all about
the dangers of life in the StoneAge,what makes a good shelter and what edible plantscan be gathered in the
wild. Eye-catching illustrations by Laurent King bring this comic strip to life, as you visit the Stone Age for a
day. Covers a wide range of Stone Age activities, from fishing and tracking animals, to making fire, stone
tools and cave art.
Usborne Books
9781474977111
Pub Date: 4/7/21
On Sale Date: 4/6/21
Ship Date: 3/10/21
$13.95 CAD
Hardcover
64 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Age 7
Juvenile Nonfiction / History
JNF025150
9 in H | 6.6 in W | 1.4 in T |
1.4 lb Wt

World Of The Unknown: UFOs
Ted Whilding-White

Summary

Usborne Books
9781474992152
Pub Date: 1/13/21
On Sale Date: 1/12/21
Ship Date: 12/16/20
$13.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

UFOs throughout history, and is the perfect companion for any space enthusiast. First published in 1977, this
is the second book from Usborne's beloved World of the Unknown series to be brought back by popular
demand. With a brand new foreword by impressionist, actor and comedian Jon Culshaw, otherwise the book
remains unchanged from the original. For centuries people have been seeing strange lights and shapes in the
sky, and weird creatures walking the Earth, but in recent years there seem to have been more of these
'objects' than ever. Researchers have tried to find out more about them, but while many have been explained,
there still remain a few which defy identification. World of the Unknown UFOs investigates UFO case stories. It
tells you what is known of the flying saucer mystery and suggests some possible solutions to it. Where do
UFOs come from? Are they spaceships guided by creatures from other worlds? Are they figments of people's
imaginations? You can find answers to some of these questions in this book and learn how to make your own
UFO model, how to fake a UFO photograph...

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 10 And Up
Juvenile Fiction /
Paranormal
JUV058000
7.2 in H | 4.7 in W | 1 in T |
0.7 lb Wt
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Climate Crisis For Beginners
Andy Prentice, Eddie Reynolds

Summary

Usborne Books
9781474979863
Pub Date: 1/12/21
On Sale Date: 1/12/21
Ship Date: 12/16/20
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

This book explains, in simple language and with clear illustrations, what the climate is, and how it is changing
very rapidly at the moment, and the effects this is having on our planet. It tackles suggestions about what
needs to change in the way people live, from power stations to farming, and explains why it’s so difficult to
do. Along the way, it also talks about what individuals can do, including tips on how to keep a clear head and
not get overwhelmed by bad news. Part of the award-winning ‘for Beginners’ series, which includes Politics for
Beginners, Business for Beginners and Money for Beginners. Full-colour illustrations throughout, combining
diagrams and graphs with humorous comic strips. Created in collaboration with Steve Smith, head of Climate
Science at the UK government’s Dept of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, also a fellow at Oxford
University.

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 8 And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature
JNF037020
9 in H | 6.6 in W | 1.4 in T |
1.4 lb Wt

100 Things To Know About Oceans
Various

Summary

Usborne Books
9781474953160
Pub Date: 1/13/21
On Sale Date: 1/12/21
Ship Date: 12/16/20
$18.95 CAD
Hardcover

An eye-catching information book filled with one hundred quirky and surprising facts about the seas and
oceans. Do fish wear pyjamas? What's the sound of an iceberg melting? How many sheep did it take to
launch a Viking longship? Which is faster - a tsunami or a bullet train? Find the answers to these and many
more questions in a book that explores the history, science, environment and art of our planet's seas and
oceans. Richly illustrated and perfect for broadening children's knowledge of an essential subject, away from
the classroom. Part of the popular '100 Things to Know' series, ideal gifts for fact-hungry children. Each page
features a new fact supported by clear, comprehensible explanations and bold illustrations, maps and
infographics. Perfect to dip in and out of, alone or with friends and family.

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 8 And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Science & Nature
JNF037070
9 in H | 6.6 in W | 1.4 in T |
1.4 lb Wt
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The Wind In The Willows
Russell Punter

Summary
When Mole pops his head out of the ground one fine, spring morning, his friend Rat introduces him to the
world of the riverbank and its most famous resident, the exuberant Mr. Toad. Mole soon finds himself caught
up in Toad’s mischievous exploits, culminating in a battle for Toad Hall itself. A faithful adaptation of Kenneth
Graeme’s timeless tale, complete with a map and background information. Xavier Bonet’s charming, detailed
illustrations bring the story to life. The picture strip format provides an ideal introduction to the story for
young and reluctant readers.

Usborne Books
9781474968867
Pub Date: 3/16/21
On Sale Date: 3/16/21
Ship Date: 2/17/21
$15.95 CAD
Trade Paperback
104 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 7 And Up
Juvenile Fiction / Comics &
Graphic Novels
JUV008060
7.2 in H | 4.7 in W | 1 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

The Hare And The Tortoise
Usborne

Summary

Usborne Books
9781474989114
Pub Date: 1/5/21
On Sale Date: 1/5/21
Ship Date: 12/9/20
$9.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

A lively retelling of the classic Aesop's fable for young English language learners, beautifully illustrated and full
of character and humour. "Hello, I'm new here!" says Hare to slow, quiet old Tortoise. Hare talks very fast,
and likes to run and jump, and before Tortoise can think twice, he has agreed to an impossible race. But
maybe Hare is a little too confident, and Tortoise has a chance of winning after all? And maybe both Hare and
Tortoise have some lessons to learn about determination, believing in yourself and winning and losing well.
With fun activities after the story, and online audio in both British English and American English. Beautifully
produced, with world-class full-colour artwork throughout, this classic story is retold in a fluent and natural
style, made highly accessible for English language learners. This is part of a series devised and edited in
collaboration with acclaimed ELT consultant Peter Viney.

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 45
Ages 4 And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction /
Foreign Language Study
JNF020010
1.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 8.3 in T
| 0.9 lb Wt
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Monsters On A School Trip
Susanna Davidson

Summary
Billy’s Mini Monsters really want to go to school with him. But Billy really doesn’t want them to. He’s got
enough trouble with the school bully, Basil Brown. But perhaps having MONSTERS around will be more helpful
than Billy imagines… Meet Billy and the Mini Monsters in this laugh-out-loud adventure series for young
readers, with colourful illustrations throughout.

Usborne Books
9781474978408
Pub Date: 4/7/21
On Sale Date: 4/6/21
Ship Date: 3/10/21
$8.95 CAD
Trade Paperback
80 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 6 And Up
Juvenile Fiction / Social
Themes
JUV039000
7.2 in H | 4.7 in W | 1 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Monsters Go Camping
Susanna Davidson

Summary
Billy is going camping, and of course, the monsters want to come too! Will they be a reassuring presence or
will they sabotage? Meet Billy and the Mini Monsters in this laugh-out-loud adventure series for young
readers, with colourful illustrations throughout. Packed with comic strips, maps and speech bubbles, with an
action-packed plot, to appeal to even the most reluctant reader.

Usborne Books
9781474978439
Pub Date: 4/7/21
On Sale Date: 4/6/21
Ship Date: 3/10/21
$8.95 CAD
Trade Paperback
80 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 6 And Up
Juvenile Fiction / Social
Themes
JUV039000
7.2 in H | 4.7 in W | 1 in T |
0.7 lb Wt
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Sticker Dolly Dressing Stories 5: Castle In The Clouds
Susanna Davidson

Summary

Usborne Books
9781474969956
Pub Date: 1/26/21
On Sale Date: 1/26/21
Ship Date: 12/30/20
$7.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

The fifth title in the brand new Sticker Dollies stories, a fiction series for young readers, inspired by the
Sticker Dolly Dressing books, starring three new Doll characters - the Princess Dolls. The Princess Dolls,
Sophia, Meera and Olivia are off to the Castle in the Clouds on the Majestic Isle, for the Cloud Princess' Grand
Welcome Ceremony. But they soon discover not everything is going smoothly. The Cloud Princess says she
can't go through with the ceremony. She is expected to perform a dance and she says she's a terrible dancer!
But if she doesn't perform, she'll be lettering down her parents… and her people. Now it's up to the Princess
Dolls to find a solution, and fast. Brand new series fiction for young readers, inspired by the best-selling
Sticker Dolly Dressing series. Contains a page of stickers so you can dress the dolls, and illustrations
throughout. Exciting adventure story starring the 'Princess Dolls', with aspirational, diverse female characters.

0 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 5 And Up
Juvenile Fiction / Fairy Tales
& Folklore
JUV012040
Series: Sticker Dolly Stories
7.2 in H | 4.7 in W | 1 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

Sticker Dolly Dressing Stories 6: Ice Palace
Susanna Davidson

Summary

Usborne Books
9781474974745
Pub Date: 1/26/21
On Sale Date: 1/26/21
Ship Date: 12/30/20
$7.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

The sixth title in the brand new Sticker Dollies stories, a fiction series for young readers, inspired by the
Sticker Dolly Dressing books, starring the Princess Dolls. Meera, Sophia and Olivia, the Princess Dolls, are
busy planning their mid-Winter celebration in Dolly Town when they get a call through from Mission Control the Snow Princess on the Majestic Isle needs their help. It’s her baby sister’s Naming Ceremony that
afternoon and she is due to wear the famous Ice Diamond Tiara - but she’s lost it! Can the Princess Dolls help
the Snow Princess find the tiara in time for the ceremony? Brand new series fiction for young readers,
inspired by the best-selling Sticker Dolly Dressing series. Contains a page of stickers so you can dress the
dolls, and illustrations throughout. Exciting adventure story starring the 'Princess Dolls', with aspirational,
diverse female characters.

0 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 5 And Up
Juvenile Fiction / Fairy Tales
& Folklore
JUV012040
Series: Sticker Dolly Stories
7.2 in H | 4.7 in W | 1 in T |
1.1 lb Wt
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The Wild Folk Rising
Sylvia V. Linsteadt, David Semple

Summary

Usborne Books
9781474934992
Pub Date: 2/16/21
On Sale Date: 3/2/21
Ship Date: 2/3/21
$12.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

The City Brothers thought the Country a barren place. Now they know it’s teeming with stargold, Country girl
Comfrey and City boy Tin must save the magical Wild Folk from their evil clutches. On a journey from the
deadly Underworld to the highest mountain, they’ll need all their courage and ingenuity to stop the
devastation of the land they love. The sequel and finale to the magical fantasy adventure The Wild Folk rooted
in folklore, nature and mythology. Timeless adventure combining magic, animal spirits and folklore; a future
classic filled with wonder and unforgettable characters. Perfect for fans of Philip Pullman, Ursula Le Guin and
Frances Hardinge. Sylvia V. Linsteadt lives in a pine forest near the ocean at the edge of California, with
mostly deer and foxes for neighbours. When she isn’t writing novels, short stories or poems about the lives of
wild creatures or the magic of old myths, she likes to wander the hills looking for animal tracks or medicinal
herbs. And one day a week she works in a bookshop in Point Reyes.

416 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Ages 10 And Up
Juvenile Fiction / Fantasy &
Magic
JUV037000
Series: Phonics Readers
7.2 in H | 4.7 in W | 1 in T |
1.1 lb Wt
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Don't Tickle The Tiger

Baby's Very First Slide And See Things That
Go

Sam Taplin

Fiona Watt

9781474986946
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 2/17/21
$16.95 CAD
10 pages • Hardcover

9781474981323
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/16/21
$23.95 CAD
Hardcover

9781474981354
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/17/21
$13.95 CAD
8 pages • Hardcover

An engaging, interactive board book, specially designed
for very young children, Full of vivid colours, stylish
illustrations and using simple slider mechanisms that allow
a picture to be transformed, bringing planes, boats, trains
and more to life. Little children will love moving the sliders
and m...

9781474981026
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 1/12/21
$23.95 CAD
10 pages • Hardcover

Don't Tickle The Pig

Dinosaur Sounds

Sam Taplin

Sam Taplin

Don't tickle the pig or you might make it oink! but that
touchy-feely patch is ever so tempting! Little children will
love pressing the touchy-feely patches to hear the animal
sounds in this hilarious and charming book. Combines
touchy-feely patches with sounds and holes in the pages
to create a fun...

Little children will love pressing the ten buttons inside this
bright and lively book to hear all kinds of different
dinosaurs. From a roaring T-rex to a squawking
pterodactyl, the prehistoric world comes vividly to life with
fun noises and charming illustrations. Part of a very
popular and rapidly ...

9781474976732
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 2/16/21
$25.95 CAD
10 pages • Hardcover

Poppy And Sam And The Lamb

Poppy And Sam's Snap Cards

Sam Taplin

Sam Taplin

This delightful puppet book lets you bring the kitten to life
as she joins Poppy and Sam on Apple Tree Farm for
another adventure. Little children will love interacting with
the cute kitten puppet as the kitten roams around the
different locations on the farm. The second in a new series
of Poppy and...

Join Poppy and Sam at Apple Tree Farm with this new
addition to the range of Usborne Snap cards for young
children. There are 52 snap cards (13 matching sets of 4),
with labelled pictures of different farm animals, vehicles
and more. Simple instructions are included on the back of
the box, and the g...

9781474981316
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/9/21
$10.95 CAD
50 pages • Hardcover

Poppy And Sam's Step-By-Step Drawing
Book

Peep Inside Snowy Places
Anna Milbourne

Sam Taplin
Children can learn how to draw lots of farm animals,
plants and vehicles in this colourful book with simple
step-by-step instructions and lots of space to draw in.
Even little children will be able to follow the step-by-step
instructions as they show exactly which shapes they need
to add to their dr...

9781474981156
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$9.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade
Paperback
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You mustn’t tickle the tiger or you might make it roar...
but that touchy-feely patch is ever so tempting! Little
children will love pressing the touchy-feely patches to hear
the animal sounds in this hilarious and charming book.
The fifth title in an exciting new series. Combines
touchy-feely with ...

9781474983808
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 1/12/21
$13.95 CAD
14 pages • Hardcover
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Peep under flaps and through holes to explore the
snowiest places on Earth in this little wintry book. Peep
under the snow to see polar bear cubs coming out of their
den, seals and narwhals in the icy sea, peep behind
penguins near the South Pole to meet their fluffy chicks,
and peep behind the clou...

USBORNE BOOKS

9781474986083
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/17/21
$13.95 CAD
14 pages • Hardcover

9781474986434
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 2/10/21
$17.95 CAD
14 pages • Hardcover

9781474986663
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 2/17/21
$11.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

9781474986694
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade
Paperback

9/17

Peep Inside How A Recycling Truck Works

Look Inside A Wood

Lara Bryan

Minna Lacey

This is a really hands-on introduction to recycling trucks,
full of flaps for little fingers to lift and holes to peep
through, an exciting glimpse into the world of recycling for
children and adults to share. You can tip open a recycling
bin, peep into the hopper to see where the recycling goes
and...

Look through the trees, see under leaves and discover
what’s lurking behind the bushes! Young nature lovers will
enjoy opening the flaps to discover hidden animals and
amazing facts. Look out for birds, squirrels, foxes and
bears. From majestic redwoods to tiny insects, the
interaction of woodland f...

9781474968881
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/17/21
$18.95 CAD
14 pages • Hardcover

Where Does Poo Go?

What Is A Virus?

Katie Daynes

Katie Daynes

An exciting addition to this popular series, using flaps,
quirky questions and Dan Taylor's delightful illustrations to
reveal everything you wanted to know about poo - and a
little bit more. Starting with human sewage then moving
on to animal poo, this surprisingly charming book explores
what happe...

A really hands-on introduction to a topical and currently
important subject. It explains the way viruses spread,
where they come from and how they work, answering a
children's questions with fun, interactive flaps.
9781474991513
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/17/21
$17.95 CAD
14 pages • Hardcover

Wipe-Clean Alphabet

Wipe-Clean Ready For Reading

Jessica Greenwell

Jessica Greenwell

The perfect way to learn the alphabet and develop pen
control whilst having fun! Notes on the inside back cover
show adults how to use the book, encouraging children to
trace shapes and letters with their finger and then with a
pen. Children can enjoy and benefit from repeat practice
as they trace t...

This entertaining book is a great way to introduce children
to the building blocks of reading. Fun activities involve
putting letters in order, to make up words that match the
pictures. Durable, wipe-clean pages mean children can
practise again and again, and there are helpful notes and
tips for gro...

9781474986687
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 2/17/21
$11.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Wipe-Clean Ready For Writing

First Colouring Spring Time

Jessica Greenwell

Usborne

This entertaining book is a great way for children to
practise the skills they'll need before they can write. Fun
activities involve drawing straight and wavy lines, tracing
over circles and spirals, simple puzzles and more. Durable,
wipe-clean pages mean children can practise again and
again, and t...

From hatching chicks to burgeoning buds, this book is
bursting with the energy of Spring!. The bold outlines
provide the perfect way for young children to develop their
pen control and colouring skills, while simple words on
each page for parents or older children to read encourage
a curiosity for i...

9781474985420
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/17/21
$7.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade
Paperback
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9781474985895
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/17/21
$7.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781474989770
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/17/21
$11.95 CAD
64 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781474985512
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/17/21
$11.95 CAD
64 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781474991872
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$10.95 CAD
112 pages • Trade
Paperback
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First Colouring Zoo Animals

Unicorns Play Pad

Kirsteen Robson

Kirsteen Robson

This book is full of all kinds of exotic zoo animals to colour.
The bold outlines provide the perfect way for young
children to develop their pen control and colouring skills,
while simple words on each page for parents or older
children to read encourage a curiosity for information from
an early ag...

This exciting activity pad is bursting with unicorn-themed
activities; dot-to-dot, spot the difference, mazes, doodling,
colouring, matching and lots more stimulating and fun
activities that will keep unicorn fans intelligently
entertained for hours. Tear-off pages make this a great
share-around tra...

9781474985246
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/17/21
$11.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade
Paperback

Little Children's Under The Sea Activity Book

Little Children's Superheroes Puzzles

Rebecca Gilpin

Kirsteen Robson

An activity book awash with an irresistible selection of
brightly illustrated brain teasers on an undersea theme;
things to find, similarities to spot, differences to detect, fish
to draw and colour and more. Young children can enjoy
pages full of fun activities and puzzles, developing their
powers ...

This exciting activity pad is packed with thrilling
superhero-themed word, number and picture puzzles for
young children. Help out the superheroes in their many
guises with 100 tear-out pages of mazes, spot the
difference puzzles, wordsearches, dot-to-dot drawing and
more. All the activities are des...

9781474985383
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/17/21
$13.95 CAD
100 pages • Trade
Paperback

Dot-To-Dot Puzzles

Drawing And Colouring Pad

Katie Nolan

Fiona Watt

A brilliant activity pad with 30 tear-off sheets, each
featuring an elaborate, colourful dot-to-dot puzzle. Puzzles
to complete include aliens, planets and astronauts in
space, monsters lurking in a sludgy swamp, a sunny
seaside scene and lots more. Each page also includes
things to spot and other d...

This slightly reduced size version of place-mat sized
edition 9781409577423 will fit neatly onto bookshelves.
Contains 32 tear-off sheets to draw on, decorate and
colour in on both sides of each sheet. Children can follow
the suggestions at the top of each sheet, or draw
whatever they want. Will kee...

9781474985505
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/9/21
$11.95 CAD
64 pages • Trade
Paperback

General Knowledge Crosswords

Memory Games

Phillip Clarke

Phillip Clarke

Put children’s general knowledge and word power to the
test with this pocket-sized paperback, containing over 100
crosswords. The crosswords start simple and gradually get
harder throughout the book, testing children’s knowledge
as their crossword skills improve. Answers are listed at the
back of th...

Put your memory to the test with these fun puzzles and
games. This pad contains a wide range of visual and
verbal puzzles, along with word and action games to
exercise your memory skills. Includes hints and tips to
improve your memorization. Quirky, charming illustrations
by the Pope Twins.

9781474969369
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/16/21
$10.95 CAD
112 pages • Trade
Paperback
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Holiday Puzzles And Games

Never Get Bored On A Train Puzzles And
Games

Usborne

Tom Mumbray

Full of holiday-themed puzzles like wordsearches, spot the
difference and simple logic games. Answers on separate
sheets at the back of the pad.

9781474985475
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 4/7/21
$10.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

9781474985314
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 4/7/21
$10.95 CAD
112 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781474986113
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/9/21
$10.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781474983310
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/9/21
$17.95 CAD
80 pages • Hardcover

9781474986229
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 4/6/21
$10.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade
Paperback
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A boredom-busting collection of original puzzles and
games. The essential companion to every train journey.
This write-in book is easy to dip in and out of on short
trips, again and again, or distract and entertain you on
long journeys for hours and hours. It’s bursting with
mind-bending puzzles, fu...

Unhurry Magic Painting

Unworry Doodles

Eddie Reynolds

Eddie Reynolds

The Unhurry Magic Painting Book is a delightful relaxation
book for children age 5 and over. It’s an excellent tool for
helping children feel focussed, calm and content, by
simply sweeping a wet paintbrush over the pages and
watching them burst into colour. Mindful painting tips early
in the book ma...

Let your worries float away as you doodle, draw, scribble
and sketch your way through this relaxing book. With
helpful advice and reassurance from an adorable little
sloth character who helps out in Usborne's series of
'unworry' collection of books on looking after our
emotional and mental health. C...

9781474983228
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 1/12/21
$11.95 CAD
64 pages • Trade
Paperback

Design Activity Book

Easy Origami

Alice James

Abigail Wheatley

An entertaining activity book packed with fun design
projects - from lettering and book covers to costumes and
gadgets. Full of helpful tips and space to imagine, draw
and create. This write-in activity book explores all sorts of
design skills, from how to create stunning new typefaces
and furniture...

You can produce some adorable animal models with this
fantastically simple but rewarding introduction to origami.
Step-by-step instructions provided for eight animal
designs with 5 differently printed sheets for each design.
Start with the easiest designs and work through to the
more demanding model...

9781474986380
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/17/21
$14.95 CAD
128 pages • Trade
Paperback

Magic Painting Bugs

My First Animals Jigsaws And Book

Abigail Wheatley

Usborne

The latest in the bestselling series, simply brush water
over the pages and watch all manner of familiar and
exotic bugs burst into colour. Bring 16 different bugs to
life, from dragonflies to scarab beetles to millipedes, with
the help of a brush provided with the book and a little
water. Use the l...

The very simplest form of jigsaw for toddlers who are new
to the concept. Eight, two-piece chunky jigsaw shapes fit
together to form a collection of friendly animals. A
24-page book accompanies the jigsaw pieces in an
attractive gift box.
9781474988537
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/17/21
$14.95 CAD
24 pages • Hardcover
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My First Farm Animals Jigsaws And Book

Dinoaurs Timeline Book And Jigsaw

Usborne

Rachel Firth

The very simplest form of jigsaw for toddlers who are new
to the concept. Eight, two-piece chunky jigsaw shapes fit
together to form an array of friendly farmyard animals. A
24-page book accompanies the jigsaw pieces in an
attractive gift box.

This pack contains a beautifully illustrated jigsaw of the
dinosaur world and a richly detailed double-sided fold-out
book where you can discover amazing dinosaurs, and
other incredible pre-historic creatures that lived along side
them. Turn over to find out when they all lived, with
fascinating fac...

9781474988544
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/17/21
$14.95 CAD
24 pages • Hardcover

9781474988803
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/16/21
$17.95 CAD
32 pages • Hardcover

9781474986571
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 4/21/21
$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781474986601
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 2/17/21
$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade
Paperback
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9781474986908
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 2/16/21
$18.95 CAD
16 pages • Hardcover

Map Of The World Book And Jigsaw

Little First Stickers Bunnies

Usborne

Kristie Pickersgill

Pore over each of the world’s continents with this
entertaining atlas and 300-piece jigsaw, with hundreds of
animals, landmarks and attractions to spot and talk about.
The sturdy box contains a vividly illustrated 300-piece
jigsaw of a world map, plus a 32-page picture atlas (also
sold separately as...

A fun sticker book following a family of bunnies as they
enjoy spring and get ready for Easter. Join the busy
bunnies in this book as they get ready for Easter. Whether
it's baking tasty treats for a picnic, planting colourful spring
flowers, or making Easter bonnets, there are lots of
exciting stic...

9781474990936
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/17/21
$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade
Paperback

Little First Stickers Flowers

First Sticker Book Princesses

Caroline Young

Caroline Young

With over 200 colourful stickers, busy scenes, and lots to
talk about, there is plenty to keep children occupied for
hours. Sticker books are brilliant for developing essential
fine motor skills. They encourage creativity as children can
carefully select stickers for each scene and choose where
they...

Little children will love bringing each magical picture to life
with the princess stickers. Creating scenes in opulent
palaces, palace gardens, magnificent balls and more is a
fun way for little children to practise essential fine motor
skills.
9781474986618
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 1/12/21
$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade
Paperback

First Sticker Book Farm

Sticker Dolly Dressing Dancing Fairies

Kristie Pickersgill

Fiona Watt

A beautifully illustrated sticker book exploring life on the
farm. The book takes children on a guided tour of a farm,
with interesting scenes to complete. Meet a host of
animals and discover the big machines that help farmers
grow and harvest their crops. Find out all about life on the
farm, from r...

Dress the sticker dollies as they flutter their way through
fairyland in this gorgeous new activity book in the Sticker
Dolly Dressing series. There are lots of stickers with which
to dress the dolls in gorgeous clothes and accessories, and
decorations to complete the magical scenes. The cover is
fo...

9781474973441
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 1/12/21
$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade
Paperback
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Lift-The-Flap Questions And Answers About
Music

Sticker Dolly Dressing Popstars
Lucy Bowman

9781474973403
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 8/10/20
$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781474943628
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 2/16/21
$18.95 CAD
16 pages • Hardcover

The dolls love travelling the world in their girl band. Use
the stickers to dress them for a dance rehearsal, a day in
the recording studio, a big performance and their
jet-setting world tour. With over 400 stickers of glamorous
dresses, cool costumes, instruments, microphones and
more. The cover an...
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9781474959964
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/17/21
$17.95 CAD
14 pages • Hardcover

The Lift-the-flap Questions and Answers series from
Usborne tackles a huge range of diverse topics from
dinosaurs to plastic in an exciting interactive format and
with irresistible style. In this book you'll take a tour
through the many styles of music, musical instruments,
the process of learning a...

See Inside Genes And DNA

Step Inside Ancient Rome

Laura Cowan

Abigail Wheatley

What ARE genes? What do they do? How did DNA make
EVERYTHING? Budding scientists, meet genes and DNA,
the building blocks of ALL LIFE ON EARTH. Colourful
illustrations, plenty of flaps, and lots of SILLINESS, make
the hard science of genetics FUN for kids who want to
know MORE. The latest addition t...

Take a journey of discovery through ancient Rome with
this stunning book. Step inside the bustling forum in the
heart of the eternal city, then wander through homes,
baths and the amphitheatre (complete with gladiators) to
the busy docks. Then set off for an army fort at the
frontiers of the Roman e...

9781474973991
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 1/12/21
$17.95 CAD
14 pages • Hardcover

Butterflies To Spot

Pond Life To Spot

Katie Nolan

Katie Nolan

This beautiful little book helps readers identify 60 types of
butterfly. The pages are organised by location. There’s also
a spotting chart and stickers to add so you can keep track
of butterflies you’ve spotted.

Charming illustrations make this book a perfect gift for
budding nature enthusiasts. Spotters chart and stickers
inside provide an easy and fun way for kids to keep track
of which trees they have seen.

9781474974998
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/17/21
$5.50 CAD
26 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781474974981
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/17/21
$5.50 CAD
26 pages • Trade
Paperback

Lara Bryan

9781474975018
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/17/21
$5.50 CAD
26 pages • Trade
Paperback

Seashore Life To Spot

Woodland Life To Spot

Sam Smith

Kirsteen Robson

Charming illustrations make this book a perfect gift for
budding nature enthusiasts. Spotters chart and stickers
inside provide an easy and fun way for kids to keep track
of which trees they have seen.

Charming illustrations make this book a perfect gift for
budding nature enthusiasts. Spotters chart and stickers
inside provide an easy and fun way for kids to keep track
of which trees they have seen.
9781474975001
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 3/17/21
$5.50 CAD
26 pages • Trade
Paperback
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Space Puzzles
Katie Nolan
Bursting with space-themed logic games and puzzles, this
is the ideal travel companion for school holidays or a bit of
downtime in the evening.Filled with wordsearches, mazes,
spot-the-differences, logic puzzles and more, with all the
answers at the back of the book.
9781474985390
Usborne Books
Pub Date: 1/13/21
$11.95 CAD
150 pages • Trade
Paperback
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